
Transaction Advisory

Acquisition Due Diligence



Digital is no longer a ‘nice to have’. Businesses that do not have a compelling and competitive digital 
capability will not survive whether they operate within B2C or B2B markets.

Our Acquisition Due Diligence service provides a comprehensive picture of the organisation and its 
current digital maturity. We highlight key opportunities and risks in critical business areas, meas-
ured against business model, customer needs, competition and industry best practice as required. 
We also provide a market evaluation and identify actions and investments needed to access opportu-
nities or resolve weaknesses.

The service delivers a clear picture of the organisation’s ability to meet its goals from a 
digital context and recommendations on actions, resources and timescales required to achieve 
these goals. Outcomes are typically delivered in a 4 to 5 week period.

Our Service



What We Do and Cover
We design the diligence to meet your needs and evaluate the critical features of the business, the market and its competitors.

Only doing what is needed and working alongside other diligence providers as required, our reports provide specifi c recommendations, 
timescales and costs to ‘digitally’ resolve issues in key areas. Any ‘red fl ag’ issues are raised immediately and weekly verbal updates 
provide routes to early feedback and where issues can be addressed.

Typical diligence covers the following key areas:

�     
1.  Market 

Evaluation

 �  Analysis of critical market 
characteristics in regions and sectors 
infl uencing future growth and risks.

 �  Review of the company’s positioning 
verses competition.

 �  Clarity on the company’s capabilities
infl uencing ability to scale and at what 
rate.

�       
5.  Organisational & 

Leadership Insight

 �  Assessment of the target company’s 
human capital in terms of organisation, 
size, skills and culture. Measured against 
strategic objectives and market best 
practices. To assess strengths, 
weaknesses and risk.

 �  Insights on the leadership quality and fi t 
for the next stage.

�          
2.  Customer Experience 

Review

 �  End-to-end evaluation of the company’s 
customer experience. Measured against:

 �  Target customer groups and needs.

 �  Business model – highlighting impacts 
and benefi ts to revenues and costs.

 �  Competition and best practice to show 
positioning and maturity.

�         
6.  Partner & Supplier 

Ecosystem

 �  Review of key customer, partner and 
supply relationships to understand 
scaling fl exibility, income defensibility, 
cost structures, strategic adaptability and 
risks.

�      
3. Customer & Go-to-

Market Analysis

 �  Review of go-to-market approach and 
trading capabilities – key Indicators of 
growth and ROI effectiveness.

 � Proposition analysis:

 � Competitive uniqueness and 
defensibility.

 � Fit to target customer need.

�         
7.  Operational Process 

Review

 �  Insight on the operational strengths and 
weaknesses of the businesses.

 �  Highlighting opportunities for costs 
savings, margin benefi t and scaling, and 
operational fl exibility improvements.

�    
4.  Technology & Data 

Capabilities

 �  Analysis of the target’s critical technical 
and data environment – platforms, 
solution partners, costs, skills, 
processes, and regulative compliance.

 �  Indicating strategic fl exibility, cost 
reduction opportunities, production 
speed and agility, and structural risks.



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.

What is Delivered (+ Sample Analysis)
Each area reviewed provides outputs that are clear and concise, with an indication of strengths, risks and opportunities. Highlighting 
positive and negative impacts on the business model, positioning versus competitors and customer needs and industry best-practice. 
Backed up by full analysis.

With recommendations and likely investment levels needed to resolve weaknesses, unlock opportunities and grow the ‘digital index’ 
of the organisation.

Customer Experience Analysis and Impacts to Business Model

1. Analysis Summary
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Brand Acquisition 
Marketing

Pricing / 
Online Trial

Software 
Install / 

Activation

Software 
Service 

Use

Renew / 
Cancel / 

Uninstall

Customer
Support

To 
Customer

 Communication
Advocacy

Issues Impacts to Business Model High Medium Low



2. Detailed Analysis Per Customer Experience Stage

Customer 
Experience Stage

Issue Impact to Revenue
(i.e. activation levels / churn)

Issue Impact to Costs-of-Operation
(i.e. increased customer contacts)

Issues Severity of Issue Diffi culty to Fix Collective Severity Issues Severity of Issue Diffi culty to Fix Collective Severity

Brand 1.  Fragmentation 
between desktop 
stages

2.  Fragmentation 
between devices

Easy

Medium

Acquisition

Pricing

Activation

Usage

Renewal / Cancel 1.       Non automated 
cancellation 
process

2.  Unwanted 
auto-remewal

3.  30 day money-
back terms not 
honoured

Hard

Hard

Easy

Customer Support

To Customer 
Communication

Advocacy



3. Conclusions

Business Model Areas Impacts and Reasons Ease / Time to Resolve

Brand Awareness

Activations

Churn

Conclusions Summary:
The organisation is delivering a poor customer experience to its customers across many areas of the business.  This is having impacts to revenue generation and increasing the cost of 
operation.  In many cases this will take time to resolve to a satisfactory level.

Risk Level HIGH

Estimated Investment to Resolve for Business Plan HIGH

Compared to Direct Competition ON PAR

Compared to Best Practice POOR



How it is Delivered

Where We Have Done This Before

To provide the outcomes, full access is required to stakeholders, analytics, reporting and other sources of 
insight in the target organisation. This is supported by desk-based research and remote analysis techniques 
as required.

Where possible, digital interviews are conducted with stakeholders. To alleviate restriction issues and allow 
for rapid progress.

Conducted fl exibility, iteratively and with regular verbal updates to communicate urgent fi ndings quickly.

Evaluation of this Insurtech business for its Private Equity 
owners, in core areas of ‘customer experience’ and ‘technology’.

Was used to inform the decision to invest in the turnaround of 
the organisation.

Conducted for Lonsdale Partners.

Analysis of value proposition, technology and operational 
environment of this mid-tier payments business.

This led to the successful acquisition by Kalixa Payments Group.



Rikard Svendsen
Customer Experience

Meet Some of 
Our Experts

DWG is the UK’s most experienced 
digital transformation consultancy. 
A team of 50+ senior digital experts, 
diverse and internationally experienced, 
meet some of them:

Josh Whiten
Go to Market

Damon Harding
Operational Processes

Marco Potesta
Digital Trading

David Ball
Technology

Will Barribal
Organsiation & Leadership

Dimitris Kourepis
Customer Service

Gianluca Bregoli
Internal Communication



1. 
Proven Digital Change Expertise

All of our 50+ team members have 15+ years of 
senior digital change experience. From real-world, 
market-leading client and agency delivery 
backgrounds. Supported by an extensive 
ecosystem of associates and industry-leading 
technology solution partners.

4. 
Successful Methodologies

Using tried and tested methodologies to de-risk 
and deliver better outcomes.

2. 
A Think + Do Approach

Our strategy team of domain experts help clients 
to think through the right approaches for their 
needs. While our optimisation and delivery team 
can assist with successful execution.

5. 
Delivered in the Right Spirit

A team of committed, collaborative, innovative 
and trusted practical experts.

3. 
Outcome Focused

We are laser-focused on delivering business 
benefi ts. With a mantra of producing value 
and change through delivery.

6. 
Outstanding Value

Using our innovative business model we are able 
to offer clients industry-leading value.

Why DWG
DWG has compelling characteristics to deliver clear 
and meaningful insights and solutions.



Contact

Andrew Salmon
Managing Partner

Call +44 (0)7801 439011
Email andrew.salmon@digitalworksgroup.com

Will Barribal
Senior Partner, Strategy, Leadership & Innovation

Call +44 (0)7584 205613
Email will.barribal@digitalworksgroup.com


